Abstract-Mobile video traffic accounted for more than half of all mobile data traffic over the past two years. Due to the limited bandwidth, users demand for high-quality video streaming becomes a challenge, which could be addressed by exploiting the emerging diversity of access network and adaptive video streaming. In this paper, a network selection algorithm is proposed for Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), the famous international standard on video streaming, to enhance the received video quality to a "multi-homed user" equipped with multiple interfaces. A Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) heuristic is proposed for a dynamic selection of the best interface at each step. While the Adaptive Bitrate Rules (ABR) used in DASH allow the video player client to dynamically pick the bit rate level according to the perceived network conditions, at each switching step a quality degradation may occur due to the difference in network conditions of the available interfaces. This paper aims to close this gap by (i) designing a MAB algorithm over DASH for a multihomed user, (ii) evaluating the proposed mechanism through a test-bed implementation, (iii) extending the classic MAB model and (iv) discussing some open issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing consumption of video content is one of the most important challenges facing infrastructure providers, as well as content providers and Over-The-Top streaming platforms, such as Netflix. In fact, according to Ciscos mobile traffic forecast [1] , the global mobile traffic in 2021 will be doubled compared to 2016, and video traffic will be 82 percent of it .
To deal with such increase in traffic, the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) protocol [16] was proposed as it allows to react to network fluctuations by adapting the visualized content to the network performance, which increases the users' satisfaction. Indeed, in DASH protocol [15] , the video content is splitted into multiple segments with different quality levels described in an XML-based media representation (MPD) file. The DASH client requests the video content at the best quality level that matches with its current available network conditions using HTTP protocol and following an adaptive bitrate streaming rules. This allows different clients to watch same video content with different bit rate according to their throughout and current buffer level [10] .
Nowadays, the emerging diversity of access network make most on smartphones possessing multiple network interfaces, which introduce the concept of multihomed devices in heterogeneous networks. Most of mobile users that are multihomed devices may take advantage of this diversity to switch between different networks (Wi-Fi and cellular network) to stream high quality video. However, switching between different networks may degrade the overall video quality as path asymmetry of heterogeneous network have different characteristics (problem 1). Furthermore, due to DASH adaptation strategy, which considers the current throughput and buffer level to choose the quality of next segment, any network switching may impact the advantage of DASH (problem 2).
In this paper, we propose a Multi-Armed Bandit algorithm [14] , as network selection mechanism for a DASH multihomed user to switch between Wi-Fi and cellular network for higher quality video streaming, with a new adaptive bitrate rule aiming at reducing the impact of network selection and achieving higher quality. Our solution provides the following features:
• Applying the proposed solution Application layer, which does not require any kernel modification or server side modification.
• Implementing the MAB algorithm as network selection mechanism in DASH player for multihomed user.
• Leveraging the existence of multiple video sources to prevent quality degradation due to traffic congestion at server side. [17] • Modification of (ABR) rule in DASH to deal with channel diversity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the related work. In Section III we introduce MAB implantatthe ion over DASH. In Sections III we evaluate the performance of MAB in our test bad and address problem 2. Implementation of new ABR rule for Multihomed user is presented in Section IV including a performance evaluation. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The proposed solution falls in the following domains: content delivery networks (CDN) using multi-source, multihoming and multi-path over DASH protocol. Our survey of the similar works shows that -to the best of our knowledge-no solution covers all these aspects together at the application layer. Many solutions were proposed at different protocol layers for enhancing the concurrent multipath transfer for multimedia content. The related work to this study can be classified into two categories from OSI layer perspective: application and transport layer solutions.
A. Application Layer
In [3] , a sub level frame (SFL) scheduling algorithm is proposed. It mainly consists in splitting large-size video frames into sub-frames and dispatches them into different wireless networks using the water filling algorithm, which minimizes the end-to-end delay, and, thus, enhances the video quality for multihomed user.
In [7] , a novel loss tolerant bandwidth aggregation approach is proposed to minimize end-to-end video distortion by spreading Forward Error Correction (FEC) packets over a different wireless network during a time interval respecting the delay constraint. In [2] , the authors proposed the green bag, as energy bandwidth aggregation middleware for real-time data streaming over asymmetric wireless links. It makes two connections to a media server and each connection requests a partial segment from the video content that is divided into multiple segments, according to their network condition speed and energy consumption.
B. Transport Layer
Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) is one possible transport protocol to deal with path diversity, it provides a load balancing over different paths to a server by allowing a single data stream to be split across multiple interfaces [8] . ADMIT [9] , a quality Driven MPTCP, introduces a reliability-aware flow rate allocation algorithm, to dynamically select the best access network maximizing the video quality, using FEC coding adaption to strike the balance between delay and loss performance to minimize the effective packet loss rate (PLR). Different version of Concurrent Multipath transfer protocol was proposed by the author of [4] , [5] , [11] and [6] to deliver high streaming video for multihomed mobile user. In [4] , the authors proposed a Distortion aware scheme that consists of path status estimation, flow rate allocation and retransmission control to minimize the end to end video distortion rate. In [11] , the authors proposed a content aware scheduling strategy by estimating the video content parameters (Frame video distortion level, frame data loss rate and end to end delay of frame) appropriately to schedule the video frame using a decision process at server side to enhance the video quality. In [5] , the authors proposed a quality-aware scheme estimating the path quality of each network, using a path quality estimation model (i.e. calculate the RTT of every packet sent on each path), to distribute the data chunks over the qualified path and use an intelligent retransmission policy to handle packet loss problem. In [6] , the authors proposed a path failure(PF) detector to classify the different paths into active state or potential failed state. The data are transmitted through multiple paths from the active state list.The paths in potential failed list are monitored using heartbeats packet with an exponential back off of RTO, which permit them to return to active state list when heartbeat ACK is return.
Both categories allow flows or paths to be established between a client and a single server without taking the advantage of service replication, which is required to prevent server overload problem due to high demand for high quality video. Transport layer solutions require kernel modifications at both server and client site and many network operators do allow MPTCP traffic to pass their middle boxes. Application layer solutions require server side modification without taking the advantages of dynamic adaptive video streaming over HTTP. Therefore, there is a potential to develop a solution to stream high quality videos from multi-sources to multihomed users using the DASH protocol.
III. MULTI-ARMED BANDIT INTERFACE SELECTION

STRATEGY
The aim of this work is to propose a network selection algorithm that utilizes the diversity of access networks to maximize the quality of video contents over the HTTP protocol. In Dynamic Adaptive streaming over HTTP, the video content is stored into segments at different qualities/bit rates, known as representations. Segment information (timing, structure, format, quality) are presented in a Media Presentation Description (MPD) file that is downloaded by the client to start viewing the video. An adaptive bit rate algorithm is used to allow the client to switch between video qualities in case of network condition variations according to a set of Adaptive bitrate (ABR) rules queries before every new segment download. These rules are normally divided into primary rules and secondary rules. The primary rules focus on throughput (Throughput Rule) or current buffer status rule (Bola Rule) to determine the quality of the requested segment. The secondary rules avoid rebuffering (Insufficient Buffer Rule), rapid bitrate oscillations (Switch History Rule) and dropped frame due to CPU limitation (Dropped Frame Rule) [18] .
Our proposed mechanism is illustrated by considering a mobile DASH client requesting a video content stored at a single server or replicated at different servers. The client through this mechanism is capable of switching to the best network and best video quality. Selecting or switching to the best interface is achieved by implementing a Multi-Armed bandit model on DASH protocol at the DASH Client side.
A. Model
• t C : The chunk video duration.
• D: The total video duration of the video.
• C: The total number of chunks, which is equal to ⌈ D tC ⌉.
• k: The time step for the multi-armed bandit algorithm.
The duration of the time step is equal to c × t C , where c is the fixed number of chunks to download in a time step.
The selected interface at time step k (i.e. decision).
• r(k): The reward received at time step k, which is the average bit rate measured at interface d(k).
.NQ is the set of available N Q video qualities.
B. MAB Algorithm
The main objective of the MAB algorithm is to select the interface that allows the highest reward and therefore the best quality of experience.
In this work, we will use the ϵ-greedy algorithm that represents a good trade off between exploration and exploitation. In order to select the best interfaces, the algorithm keeps track of the cumulative average reward r i of each interface i in I, that is given by:
The MAD algorithm selects at each time step k, the interface having the best score with a probability 1−ϵ (exploitation), or any other interface with probability ϵ (exploration) (see lines 6 to 9). In the latter case, a discover phase is allowed by selecting a random interface, using the getRandInterface(I). As the learning progresses, the ϵ parameter could be decreased to reduce exploration.
For the selected interface i, the function getNChunks(c, q init , i) is used to download c chunks, q init being the quality of the first chunk. The qualities for subsequent chunks will be adaptively determined by the ABR algorithm. The funtion getNChunks(c, q init , i) returns the reward, which is the average bit rate measured at interface i, and the average measured quality. 
if rand() < 1 − ϵ then 8:
else 10:
13:
In this first algorithm, we use the default ABR mode where the next chunk quality is determined by the current measured quality regardless of the interface that will be used to download the next chunk.
C. MAB algorithm with ABR modification
Theoretically, as the quality of the requested segment is determined based on the current status of buffer level and throughput of previous segments according to the ARB lists used in DASH, this may lead to quality degradation in some switching cases when we have different network conditions between the different interfaces. To solve this problem, in any switching phase, we propose to set the quality of first segment requested to last quality detected on same interface as mentioned in Algorithm 2. 
if rand() < 1 − ϵ then 7: d(k) = I * ▷ select the best interface 8:
12:
We evaluate the performance of MAB over DASH with and without this modification in the next section.
IV. MODEL EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, we implemented a testbed to avoid the dynamicity of the Internet and allows to regenerate the same configuration settings for testing which permit us to study the performance without any side effect due to network variation metrics between different scenarios. Wondershaper is used to allow the user to limit the bandwidth of one or more interface. The first scenario is considered as a reference scenario (Figure 1 ) where a standard DASH client watches a video of 10 min with 10 available qualities. The same scenario is repeated with a set of different network speeds(same value for download and upload speed ); For each scenarios, we calculate the average video rate which represents the average quality perceived according to current network conditions speed. The result shows that better quality could be achieved with fast network speed ( Figure 2 ) and permit us to precise the quality level at each network throughput's level. 
A. Model evaluation
The second measurement set ( Figure 4 ) consists of a multihomed DASH plugged simultaneously to two network connections and two video servers where each server is connected to one of the two networks.The same video content of 10 min with 10 different qualities, is stored at the two servers. MAB algorithm is implemented in DASH at the client side as network selection mechanism without abr modification. In order to study the impact of eps parameters on the model performance, 81 scenarios were built and run ( Figure  5 ): each scenario consists of watching the video file with different speeds for network connection two (varies from S 0 to S i ) while fixing the speed of first connection to 5120 kbps. The set of chosen speeds, is determined based on those who affect/change the average video bit rate according to the results of first scenario. Then each scenario is repeated 9 times using nine different epsilon values. In Figure 6 , the received video quality is compared between different values of eps. The results show that best average video quality is achieved for 4980 Kbps while eps is set to 0.1 and decreased to 3180 Kbps while eps increased to 0.9. The video quality is also evaluated based on the presence of empty buffer occurrence with different duration's. Figure  7 shows that a minimum re-buffering duration of 5 seconds appears one time when eps is set 0.1. According to the results of measurement set 1, we fixed the value of eps to 0.1 and a new set of measurements were run as shown in Figure 8 using 81 different combination values of network speeds. In order to compare the performance of MAB model, as network selection algorithm suitable for Dash multihomed client, the bitrate enhancement E (Equation 1 ) is calculated by measuring the average bit rate Q i when using network connection i on each scenario. Figure 9 illustrates the Cumulative Distributed Function (CDF) of the enhancement metric estimated from the performed scenarios when compared to standard Dash player using each one of these two interfaces alone and to MAB proposed without abr modification . The comparison shows that more than 70% of the scenarios were subject to an enhancement between 20% to 80%. The rest of scenarios still witness an enhancement between 17% and 20% except of 4 scenarios have better performance when using single interface. But the excepted theoretically problem in (III.C) was clearly observed in Figure 10 when empty buffer appears in 42% in the testing scenarios with average duration of 3 seconds. The same measurement set 2 scenarios are repeated after modifying the abr rule in DASH in order to deal quality degradation at each switching step due to different network speeds appear between different connections . The results ( Figure 10) show absence of any empty buffer occurrence and 80% of the scenarios were subject to an enhancement between 20% to 85%. In this paper, the MAB algorithm was proposed as network selection algorithm for Multihomed DASH client. We showed that MAB algorithm improves the average video quality but increases the empty buffer occurrences. Then, we modify the abr rule in DASH in order to solve the problem of empty buffer occurrences when using MAB algorithm. Our solution improves the video quality received taking in consideration the dynamicity of different networks used. For future work, we plan to study the security aspects for DASH client taking the advantages of Multihoming.
